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Background: Health inequality has long attracted keen attention in the research and policy arena. While there may be various motivations to study health inequality, what distinguishes it as a topic is moral concern. Despite the importance of this moral interest, a theoretical and analytical framework for measuring health inequality acknowledging moral concerns remains to be established.

Study objective: To propose a framework for measuring the moral or ethical dimension of health inequality—that is, health inequity.

Design: Conceptual discussion.

Conclusions: Measuring health inequity entails three steps: (1) defining when a health distribution becomes inequitable, (2) deciding on measurement strategies to operationalise a chosen concept of equity, and (3) quantifying health inequity information. For step (1) a variety of perspectives on health equity exist under two categories, health equity as equality in health, and health inequality as an indicator of general injustice in society. In step (2), when we are interested in health inequity, the choice of the measurement of health, the unit of time, and the unit of analysis in health inequity analysis should reflect moral considerations. In step (3) we must follow principles rather than convenience and consider six questions that arise when quantifying health inequity information. This proposed framework suggests various ways to conceptualise the moral dimension of health inequality and emphasises the logical consistency from conception to measurement.

Researchers and policymakers worldwide have demonstrated longstanding interest in health inequality. Why are they interested in health inequality? Just as in any other scientific pursuit, some of them may simply be interested in describing how health is distributed. Others may be interested in understanding the mechanism of health inequality so they can improve population health.

The interest in health inequality, however, is not always limited to describing and understanding it. Some health inequalities are of moral concern because of the value we place on health.1–3 This moral concern distinguishes health inequality as a topic of both policy and ethical inquiry. The moral or ethical dimension of health inequality is generally termed health inequity, although no consensus on a precise definition of health inequity exists.4

Given the importance of moral concern in health inequality, it is surprising that a comprehensive conceptual framework for measuring health inequality capturing moral concern has yet to be developed. Although philosophers have long discussed equality and justice, until recently they have rarely addressed health in their discussion.5–7 This is primarily because of the assumption that health distribution is beyond human control. Bioethics has concentrated on individual patient-physician issues and, until recently, has failed to address ethical issues at the population level.8–10

In the multidisciplinary health sciences field, measuring differences in health by group, for example, income, education, or race/ethnicity, has become the standard method for health inequality analysis. The World Health Organisation recently challenged this standard method by proposing individuals, instead of groups, as the unit of analysis.11–12 The WHO researchers asked: why should you not measure health inequality across individuals, irrespective of individuals’ group affiliations, in much the same way as income inequality? The WHO approach has caused much controversy13–16 but evidently stimulated discussion on why and how we measure health inequality.

This paper responds to the current growing interest in and need for developing a framework for measuring health inequality sensitive to relevant moral and quantitative concern. The proposed framework suggests various ways to think morally about health inequality and emphasises the logical consistency from conception to measurement.

Terminology

Health sciences researchers have increasingly distinguished health inequity from health inequality.17–19 However, confusion over the terminology still persists, especially when researchers with different disciplinary training assemble to collaborate. In addition, words that seem to suggest similar meanings, for example, difference, disparity, heterogeneity, and injustice, aggravate the confusion.

The framework in this paper refines the terminology common among health sciences researchers. The most frequently cited clarification of terminology in the health sciences literature is that of Whitehead and Dahlgren: health inequalities that are avoidable and unfair are health inequities.20 Since they proposed this classification in 1991, a consensus has emerged among health sciences researchers as schematically explained in figure 1. Suppose we select a population of interest, for example, a country or province, and the unit of analysis, either the individual or group. Health distribution is a way in which health is spread among the unit of analysis in the population. Health equality is the health distribution in which health is spread equally to every unit of analysis in the population, and health inequality is all health distributions that are otherwise. Reducing health inequality is the same as increasing health equality. Despite the different connotation of each word, terms such as difference, disparity, and heterogeneity have the same meaning here as inequality. Some health distributions are of moral concern, and the moral dimension of health distribution is health inequity.
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I propose to consider that measuring health inequity entails three steps: (1) defining when a health distribution becomes inequitable, (2) deciding on measurement strategies to operationalise a chosen concept of equity, and (3) quantifying health inequity information. Steps 1 and 2 extract the information concerning health inequity from the health distribution and allow us to draw such figures as those in figure 2. Quantifying the extent of health inequity by means of a single number (step 3) is a strategy to facilitate examination, comparison, and understanding of the health inequity in question. All three steps ask distinct questions, and a decision made at one step does not always guide a decision at another step.

Step 1: defining health inequity

A variety of perspectives on health equity exist. They can be loosely categorised as: health equity as equality in health, and health inequality as an indicator of general injustice in society. No perspective is free from conceptual challenges. Yet, identifying a perspective on health equity that motivates measurement is an inevitable task.

Health equity as equality in health

Perspectives in the first group derive the moral significance of health distributions from the value of health. The simplest view in the first group is the perspective on health equity as strict equality of health outcome for all persons. If we believed that health is to some degree special, equality of health outcome among everyone, just as equality of political liberty among everyone, might seem to be the most straightforward criterion for health equity. Strict equality for all, however, is not an attractive view for various reasons. For example, it denies personal choice. It would be unrealistically expensive. Moreover, it would be unachievable because some determinants of health are beyond human control. Unlike political liberty, strict equality in health for all would not be a feasible nor agreeable goal. Accordingly, popular accounts of health equity relax the strictness in one way or another.

The most common way to depart from strict equality in health outcome is to look at health determinants. We can define health inequalities caused by certain determinants as inequitable. Inequalities in health associated with socioeconomic status (SES), for example, to many people present an intuitive moral concern. The WHO researchers consider determinants more broadly than SES and propose to view health inequality caused by factors amenable to human interventions as inequitable. Le Grand and Whitehead define health inequity as health inequality by factors beyond individual control.

Measurement strategy would differ depending on the choice of determinants of health as well as the reason for the choice. There are, for example, various reasons why health inequality associated with SES is inequitable. We might extend the theory of justice as fairness proposed by John Rawls and include health as a social primary good along with income and wealth, offices, and the bases of self respect. Should we measure health inequity based on the extended Rawlsian framework, we would look at the average health of the worst off group, for example, life expectancy of the lowest quintile income group. If, on the other hand, we adopted a view that systematic, pervasive, or structural inequalities are inequitable, the focus would be on the correlations between health and such other factors as SES and sex.

Another way to define health equity as equality in health is to focus on the level of health. This approach is based on the idea of the minimally adequate level of health, a multipurpose resource that is useful for any life plan. Society would be concerned about whether each person satisfies the minimally adequate level of health regardless of how each person realises her health. Society would not be concerned about health above this level as it accepts that people may trade off health with other goods depending on their preferences and conceptions of good life. In other words, adopting this view we would not measure health inequalities above this level.

Norman Daniels’s normal species functioning and the capability approach are examples of the idea of the minimally adequate level of health. The right to health perspective, popular in international health circles, is also compatible with this view.

Health inequality as an indicator of general injustice in society

Perspectives in the second group emphasise relations between health and other important goods. Multiple factors
directly or in complex combination determine health. The exact mechanism of health production is beyond our understanding. But health is an ultimate outcome of how society distributes multiple determinants of health. We can regard health inequality as an indicator of general injustice in society. Amartya Sen, for example, suggests mortality as a supplement to the conventional economic indicators. Daniels et al are intrigued by a coincidence that the social
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**Figure 2** Three steps for measuring health inequity.

### Step 1: defining when a health distribution becomes inequitable

- Health equity as equality in health
- Strict equality of health outcome
- By determinants of health
- By socioeconomic status
- By factors amenable to human interventions
- By factors beyond individual control
- By the level of health

### Step 2: deciding measurement strategies

#### Issues about health
- What aspect of health?

#### Unit of time
- Whole life approach
- Life stage approach
- Cross sectional approach

#### Unit of analysis
- Individual approach
- Group approach
- Joint approach

### Step 3: quantifying health inequity information

#### Comparison
- Difference
- Aggregation
- Sensitivity to the mean
- Sensitivity to population size
- Subgroup considerations

**Degree of health inequity = X**

---

**Figure 3** Comparison.

- **A** The worst off compared with the best off for example, range measures
- **B** Everyone compared with the norm for example, the shortfalls in achievements
- **C** everyone compared with the mean for example, the index of dissimilarity
- **D** everyone compared with everyone for example, the Gini coefficient

The best off or the healthiest

The worst off or the sickest

---
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primary goods that Rawls suggests in his theory of justice happen to be important determinants of health. "Social justice is good for our health" they therefore claim. In this view, the primary concern is just distribution of social primary goods. Extended, we may use the distribution of health as an indicator of a just society.

**Step 2: deciding on measurement strategies**

To operationalise an equity perspective as a measurement strategy, we need to consider further issues, namely, issues about health, the unit of time, and the unit of analysis. Empirically, these are measurement questions based on data availability. When measuring health inequity, moral considerations should also guide measurement strategy.

**Issues about health**

We cannot measure health equity without measuring health. In deciding the measurement of health in health equity analysis, we must consider a fundamental question: why does health distribution cause moral concern? Two widely shared views exist. Firstly, health in itself is one component of welfare. Secondly, health is a multi-purpose good that is useful for any life plan. These characteristics of health form the fundamental basis for moral interests in health distribution.

These fundamental values of health support functionality as the aspect of health to consider, thereby, the use of health related quality of life measures. In the understanding of health as one component of welfare and a multi-purpose resource, what is relevant is what a person can or cannot do or whether a person exhibits general symptoms such as pain or anxiety. A different disease category in itself does not affect the level of health related welfare or the potential use of health as a multi-purpose resource.

**Unit of time**

To decide the unit of time in health inequity analysis, you must ask: within what time period should health equity be sought? Three approaches exist. The whole life approach looks at the entire health experiences of people from birth to death. The life stage approach compares health experiences of people within the same age group. The cross sectional approach takes a snapshot of health experiences of people at a certain time all together, irrespective of their life stages.

Which of these three approaches is the most appropriate time unit in health equity analysis? To examine this question, it is once again useful to recall why we seek health equity. In the understanding of health as a resource, it is reasonable to think that we appreciate opportunities that health brings differently at different stages of life. The same good health, for example, may bring more opportunities in youth than in senescence. Furthermore, empirical studies show that good health in earlier life stages is in itself an opportunity for good health in later life stages.

The understanding of health as a multi-purpose resource endorses the life stage approach and rejects the whole life and cross sectional approaches. By focusing on the overall health experience, the whole life approach loses important information on when and in what way a person is healthy in life. The cross sectional approach, although perhaps more commonly used in health inequity analysis, is too crude as it neglects the age distribution of a population. "Age weight" is necessary properly to combine different life stages as the whole life experience or as the snapshot of health experiences of a population. The issue of relative value of each life stage is controversial. Until we resolve the question of age weight, the life stage approach best reflects our fundamental value of health while leaving the unsettled issues open.

**Unit of analysis**

Three key issues distinguish the individual and group approach. The first and the most fundamental question is among whom—individuals or groups—you wish to seek health equity. The second issue relates to comparability of health inequality analysis. The individual is the ultimate unit of analysis, while an unlimited number of group choices are possible, and group definitions vary. The third issue concerns the use of the average in the group approach. What does the average of a group represent? Should we be

**What this paper adds**

- This paper refines classification of such words as health inequality, health inequity, difference, disparity, and heterogeneity.
- This paper proposes a framework for measuring the moral dimension of health inequality where important moral and quantitative questions are identified and other significant questions can be further built upon, rather than defending one particular measurement based on a certain normative position.
- The framework suggests various ways to think morally about health inequality and emphasises the logical consistency from conception to measurement.
Researchers often consider the choice of the unit of analysis as dichotomous. Should both individual and group data be available, however, researchers could examine health equity across individuals as well as groups. By simultaneously measuring health equity across individuals and groups, researchers can identify what proportion of the overall health inequity is attributable to a particular group characteristic and, among many group characteristics, which one contributes most to the overall health inequity. Recent studies have increasingly used this approach.

While this approach is promising, it does not resolve all the three issues mentioned above. Researchers still need to examine the philosophical question of among whom they wish to seek health equity and the issue of comparability.

**Step 3: quantifying health inequity information**

To quantify the degree of health inequity, various measures are available, for example, the range measures, the concentration index, and the Gini coefficient. How can researchers choose among them? Convenience, rather than principle, often drives this decision. But different measures can conclude different degrees of health inequity even when used for the same health distribution.

Among the issues discussed in the so-called axiomatic approach in the income inequality literature, philosophical work by Larry Temkin, and small but pioneering work in the health sciences field, the following six questions deserve significant thought when quantifying health inequity information.

**Comparison**

How many units are to be compared, and what is the basis of comparison? Figure 3 illustrates four different ways to make comparisons. In figure 3 a small circle represents a person or a group, placing it horizontally from the sickest to the healthiest or the worst off to the best off, and arcs between them represent the comparisons we make. Concept A considers the range between the highest and the lowest, the extremes of the distribution. Concept B compares everyone to an established norm and considers differences as shortfalls in achievement. Concept C compares each unit against the mean. In concept D every individual or group is compared with each other. Obviously, these four choices are not exhaustive and are intended only to illustrate the discussion points.

**Absolute or relative differences**

Do we look at differences absolutely or relatively? In figure 4 absolute sex differences in homicide are the same in these two populations, but population A has greater relative difference than population B. While nothing is wrong in expressing differences absolutely or relatively, it is not clear which provides a better expression of health inequity.

**Aggregation**

How do we aggregate differences at the population level? Imagine that small circles in each of A, B, C, and D in figure 3 represent income quintile group and their life expectancies are 55, 60, 65, 70, and 75 years old from the lowest to the highest group. Should all five year differences between the successive income groups be considered the same? Or might we wish to “value health differently along the distribution,” for example, providing a greater weight to the five year difference at the lower tail?

Researchers and policymakers in various fields have increasingly recognised health equity as an important issue. Despite the growing recognition, what health inequity means is still often unclear, and how best the moral consideration can be brought into the measurement needs further investigation. Aiming to fill this gap, this paper proposed a framework for measuring health inequity consisting of three steps. Health inequity implies social responsibility and calls for policy action. Without clearly defining health inequity and logically consistently applying the chosen concept to measurement, no one can move onto effective policymaking for health equity.

This paper helps researchers and policymakers to define health inequity and points to key questions that they need to address when applying the chosen concept to measurement of health inequity.

**Sensitivity to the mean**

Should the assessment of health inequity be sensitive to the population's mean health? In other words, is health inequity worse in a sicker population? Figure 5 illustrates three populations, each of which presents life expectancies of the poor and the rich. Population B and C have the same mean. Both the poor and the rich in population B have 50 years more than the poor and the rich in population A. Life expectancies of both the poor and the rich in population C are three times those of the poor and the rich in population A. Is health inequity worse in population A than population B and C? So called mean independent measures, such as the concentration index and the Gini coefficient, judge that health inequity in population A and C is the same while health inequity is worse in population A than B. Whether this is the right judgment for health inequity is a moot point requiring philosophical investigation.

**Sensitivity to population size**

Should the assessment of health inequity be sensitive to the population size? Most inequity comparisons do not take this into account. But the same shortfall of 10% of the total population below a certain norm, for example, makes up a different number of people in populations with different sizes: 10 persons below the norm in the population of 100 people, and 1000 persons in the population of 10 000. If you were concerned about suffering from health inequity, you might judge that health inequity is worse in a larger population.

**Subgroup considerations**

How should overall inequity of a population correspond to inequities between and within subgroups? Suppose overall health distributions are identical in population A and B. However, these same overall distributions are made up from very different subgroup contributions. In population A the rich are healthy and the poor sick, while health is not correlated with income in population B. Are population A and B the same in terms of health inequity?

**Conclusions**

Researchers and policymakers in various fields have increasingly recognised health equity as an important issue. Despite the growing recognition, what health inequity means is still often unclear, and how best the moral consideration can be brought into the measurement needs further investigation. Aiming to fill this gap, this paper proposed a framework for measuring health inequity consisting of three steps. Health inequity implies social responsibility and calls for policy action. Without clearly defining health inequity and logically consistently applying the chosen concept to measurement, no one can move onto effective policymaking for health equity. This paper admittedly raised more questions than it answered. Given the excitingly multidisciplinary nature of the topic of measuring health inequity, future work...
examining the questions left open will be only possible through a dynamic, collaborative effort by researchers from different disciplines.
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